
Interisland Shipping Support Project (RRP VAN 42392) 

S HIP P ING  S UP P OR T S C HE ME  
 
A. Summary 

1. A shipping support scheme (SSS) and a shipping coordinator scheme (SCS) are 
proposed to improve shipping services to remote communities in the outer islands. This 
appendix details the operation and administration of such schemes.  
 
2. The main issues surrounding shipping services to some remote communities with small 
populations are that: 

• services to and from these locations earn too little revenue from cargo and 
passengers to make frequent services financially viable;  consequently;   

• shipping services to remote communities and other outer islands are unreliable, 
irregular and infrequent; and that  

• while desiring improvements in ship calls these communities tend to produce 
only sufficient cash crops to meet their immediate needs. 

 
3. The SSS is designed to be flexible in order to cope with market fluctuations as well as 
provide support as and when needed. The SSS: 

(i) comprises a shipping services support scheme, administered by the Ministry of 
Infrastructure and Public Utilities (MIPU), to increase the number of ship calls to 
remote communities together with a shipping coordinator scheme to coordinate 
the aggregation of cargo and passengers and to disseminate shipping 
information to, in turn, promote market access for remote island communities;  

(ii) integrates these two schemes so that shipping services are provided in response 
to a need established by the shipping coordinator;   

(iii) has minimum impact (market intervention) on the domestic shipping market, 
which is a private sector operation, and to this end ship calls can be determined 
by the market; 

(iv) provides support on a voyage-by-voyage basis until shipping services to these 
remote communities become commercially viable;   

(v) provides at least six ship calls annually to each of (i) Aniwa, Aneityum and 
Futuna; (ii) West Santo; and (iii) Big Bay (Santo);   

(vi) consists of a coordinator based in Port Vila (to be appointed by the MIPU) and 
eight on-site local coordinators in remote communities (to be appointed by their 
local communities);   

(vii) provides for a capacity building specialist at the start to assist in establishing the 
shipping awareness programme and communications network;   

(viii) monitors shipping services, especially to outer island remote communities where 
services are inadequate or barely adequate; and  

(ix) the shipping coordinator scheme be initially supported for 3 years by the 
Government of Vanuatu with donor assistance and then reviewed.  

 
B. Shipping Support Scheme 
 
4. One of the project’s requirements is to design an SSS for isolated communities on 
routes deemed to be not commercially viable, and to prepare draft guidelines and procedures as 
well as a monitoring and evaluation framework. 
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5. The SSS arises from the analysis and recommendations of the project preparatory 
technical assistance (PPTA), which proposed the development and implementation of a scheme 
to assist private sector ship operators to provide services to routes and locations not otherwise 
commercially viable. The unprofitability of these routes is due to a mix of distance and 
insufficient volumes of cargo and number of passengers. In turn, the low level of shipping 
services does not promote increased production above subsistence requirements.   
 

1. The Matter of Subsidies 
 
6. Subsidies are vulnerable to abuse and produce externalities, and therefore must be 
carefully designed in order to achieve the desired result. In order for subsidies to have any 
chance of success it is necessary to be absolutely clear at the outset what the subsidy is 
intended to achieve. Four key aspects in the design of subsidies need to be considered—and in 
order: 

• Who are the intended beneficiaries? 
• What type of benefit do they need, e.g. income enhancement, lower effective 

prices, increased consumption? 
• How much benefit or subsidy is to be received by the beneficiaries?  
• What is the best or most appropriate delivery mechanism to ensure that the 

intended benefits, in the intended amounts, are actually received by the targeted 
beneficiaries? 

 
7. Unless these key aspects in the design of subsidies are considered and answered with 
precision and confidence, the process will be overtaken by arbitrary or reactionary decisions 
clouded by political or subjective interference and short run budgetary considerations. 
 
8. In the context of interisland shipping the intended beneficiaries are the people living in 
remote communities on outer islands. The type of benefit required is one that leads to 
sustainable economic and social development. On the question of how much benefit is needed 
the answer simply is an amount that leads to sustainable economic and social development.  
The most appropriate delivery mechanism is a minimum number of ship calls to induce surplus 
production given natural, labour, and capital resources. The threshold level of shipping services 
is considered to be at least six ship calls per year, or equivalent to one ship call every 2 
months.1

9. A number of support measures were considered in the PPTA.

 The best method of delivery is the one that causes the least or minimal interference in 
the domestic shipping market, which is led by the private sector. 

2

                                            
1  This is primarily based on the maximum time copra can be stored before it deteriorates and has no commercial 

value.  Any shorter period between ships would not enable sufficient cargo to be accumulated and the financial risk 
for the ship owner would be higher. To begin with a more frequent number of ship calls would not result in more 
produce for market, but rather would require a higher subsidy. As communities begin to have confidence in the 
services, then more produce is likely to be grown; and as both the volume of cargo and the freight revenue 
increases, whereby the necessary subsidy amount will become less or the level of service increases, or both.  

  Regardless of whatever 
support measures are used, such as subsidies, any market intervention should be viewed as a 
“hand up” rather than a “hand out”. Furthermore, any market intervention should have an exit 
strategy to be designed as a temporary measure of support allowing the intended beneficiary to 

2  Several methods were considered for delivering subsidies.  In particular a method used often in Pacific developing 
countries involving a long-term contract specifying a service standard and frequency was given close attention.  
This type of arrangement, sometimes called a “franchise scheme”, may work well in places where there is a major 
degree of governmental involvement and few operators. It is, however, complicated for ship operators to 
understand and high on administrative, monitoring and evaluation costs. Such a scheme was judged inappropriate 
for Vanuatu, where there are a many private sector operators and effectively no governmental involvement. As 
such a simple scheme was assessed to best the best fit for the purpose. 
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adjust to or overcome the immediate hardship, rather than becoming an ongoing “hand out” 
payment requiring no effort by the beneficiary to improve the situation. In general, an observed 
trend has been that the longer a support measure exists, the greater the probability the benefit 
will be diverted or siphoned off to those others than the intended beneficiaries, so that over time 
its intended purpose becomes lost and the support measure or subsidy hijacked or misdirected. 
 
10. It was concluded that the most appropriate method of delivering the subsidy is to support 
particular voyages on a voyage-by-voyage basis. Thus inviting bids from ship owners and 
operators to provide such voyages on a commercial basis would provide transparency and be 
indicative of the necessary incentive payment or “revenue top-up” needed for a willing shipping 
services operator or bidder to make the voyage.   
 

2. Routes for Potential Support 
 
11. As a result of visits to remote locations, and extensive consultation and analysis of 
shipping services, several places and routes were identified as having inadequate or 
unsatisfactory shipping services as follows: 

• Torres Islands, 
• some islands in the Banks, 
• communities in West Santo and Big Bay on Espiritu Santo, 
• East Pentecost, 
• East Maewo, and  
• outer islands in Tafea Province. 

 
12. The minimum frequency of a ship call was assessed to be once every 2 months. Of the 
above places, the following did not receive a ship call at this frequency and thus were 
considered to need support: 

• Torres Islands, 
• some islands in the Banks, notably Ureparapara, but possibly also other smaller 

islands, and  
• outer islands in Tafea Province, excluding Tanna. 
 

13. No other specific support for other places were assessed as being needed, including 
East Pentecost, Easy Maewo and Tanna. 
 
14. In addition there was a need for some type of shipping coordination support in isolated 
communities in West Santo and Big Bay on Espiritu Santo as well as locations and routes 
identified above as needing shipping services support scheme. The SSS has the potential to be 
the link between users and providers of shipping services and to assist in matching the supply 
and demand for shipping throughout Vanuatu. It can also assist with improving the quality of 
shipping services, such as regularity and reliability of schedules, out-turn of cargo, passenger 
comfort, etc, rather than just the quantity. Thus there is a place for two schemes; a shipping 
services support scheme, which addresses quantity, and a shipping coordinator scheme that 
addresses the level of services. 
 
15. Over the duration of the PPTA there have been changes in the provision of domestic 
shipping services within Vanuatu. The following islands are now reported to be receiving 
services to the level perceived as adequate: 

• Torres Islands, 
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• islands in the Banks that were not previously receiving adequate service such as 
Ureparapara, and possibly the other smaller islands, and 

• Erromango in the south. 
 
16. However, communities in West Santo and Big Bay, on Espiritu Santo, where the service 
levels are now likely to be below the acceptable threshold need to be considered for shipping 
services support. Thus, the list of islands now needing shipping services support scheme 
includes: 

• outer islands in Tafea Province (Futuna, Aniwa, Aneityum), and  
• communities in West Santo and Big Bay on Espiritu Santo. 

 
17. The market is fluid and communities justifying support are likely to change over time.  
Any support scheme therefore needs to be flexible. For example, people who live on the eastern 
side of Tanna, at places such as Port Resolution and White Sands (Waisisi) ship their goods via 
Lenakel on Tanna’s west coast. This costs up to Vt10,000 per tonne for inland transport, 
swamping the sea freight from Port Vila of only Vt7,000 per tonne. A voyage-based shipping 
support scheme could encourage ship operators to call at Port Resolution, in this example, yet 
retain the flexibility of being able to call off support, once the route becomes commercially 
viable. 
 

3. The Basis of Shipping Services Support Scheme 
 
18. The underlying assumption of domestic shipping in Vanuatu is that regular and reliable 
services will provide steady access to markets and thereby encourage increased production to 
generate surplus goods for sale in those markets rather than simply produce what is needed for 
local consumption. The existing shipping services accomplish this for an estimated 98% of the 
rural population. However, the remaining 2% of the rural population, in the places identified 
above, do not have enough cargo and passenger volumes for voyages to be financially 
attractive to ship owners and operators. These isolated communities all have unused productive 
capacity that could be tapped if adequate shipping services were available. The SSS is 
designed to bring them the regular and reliable services they need to promote economic 
development. 
 
19. The expectation is that, because of such support, cargo volumes will grow during a 
period of supported voyages. In parallel, the financial support needed by ship operators will 
reduce commensurate with the increased cargo and passenger numbers to the stage where it is 
expected that ship operators will make voyages of their own accord, unsupported by a subsidy 
from the government. At this point, the shipping services support scheme will become dormant 
only to be resurrected in the event shipping services reduce to previous levels. 
 
20. It is envisaged voyages to a community will be needed between for an average of 3 
years before services become commercially viable. However, the length of time and number of 
subsidized voyages before a service to a particular community becomes commercially viable is 
difficult to assess as it will depend on a number of factors. Prime among these will be the 
success of the SCS to promote local production and in turn the build up of cargo to entice a ship 
to make a call on its own account.  From the ship operators’ points of view it is the overall 
voyage profitability that matters.  So the decision to make a call at a particular location is likely 
to depend on the contribution to the voyage calls at other nearby locations the ship would 
otherwise make.  The response of the community to the availability of regular and reliable 
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shipping services on local production is also likely to vary from location to location.  The 
financial analysis has assumed an average 36 month period of support for each route. 
 

4. Elements of the Scheme 
 
21. The shipping services support scheme will take the form of a contract between the 
government and a ship operator whereby the ship owner or operator undertakes to visit 
particular places within a specified timeframe to deliver and uplift cargo and carry passengers.  
In consideration of the service provided, the ship operator receives a lump sum payment. Part of 
the payment is in advance with the remainder in arrears adjusted according to the conduct of 
voyage compared with the contractual obligations. 
 
22. There are five elements to the scheme administration: 
 

Table 1: Elements to the Scheme Administration 
Element: Person Responsible: 

1. Pre-qualification of ship owners Shipping Coordinator 

2. Assessment of requirement for a voyage Shipping Coordinator 

3. Scheme approvals and payments Director General MIPU 

4. Tender and contract process Shipping Scheme Administrator 

5. Monitoring and evaluation - feedback loop Shipping Scheme Administrator, & 

Shipping Coordinator 

 
23. The scheme is intended to make the process transparent, so that it can be perceived as 
being fair, and to minimize or avoid opportunities for malfeasance or corruption. 
 
24. Figure 1 is a flow diagram of the SSS processes. Guidelines for the scheme are detailed 
in Appendix 1. 
 

5. Pre-Qualification 
 
25. Ship operators who may wish to participate in the shipping services support scheme 
shall apply to the shipping coordinator for pre-qualification for their ships. The shipping 
coordinator shall check the factual statements, and provided there are no errors or omissions, 
shall place the applicants on the pre-qualified list, and advise the operator. 
 

6. Assessment of Requirement for a Voyage 
 
26. Assessment for the need of subsidized voyages is one of the roles of the shipping 
coordinator. The shipping coordinator will monitor the levels of shipping services to the outer 
islands. Then, when a location appears to need scheme support the shipping coordinator shall 
advise the director general of the Ministry of Infrastructure and Public Utilities (MIPU) of the 
requirement.   
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7. Approvals and Scheme Payments 
 
27. The responsibility for deciding on voyage support shall reside with the director general of 
the MIPU. Upon receipt of advice from the shipping coordinator, or for any reason the director 
general considers that a voyage is required, the director general shall authorize the voyage 
support and instruct the shipping scheme administrator to call a tender. 
 
28. Once a tender contract has been awarded, the director general shall authorize an initial 
payment to the ship operator according to the provisions of the contract. After the voyage has 
been completed and upon receipt of advice from the shipping scheme administrator that the 
contract performance is in compliance with the contract, the director general shall authorize the 
balance of support payment. MIPU will have the responsibility for making scheme payments and 
so will require appropriate accounting procedures to be established. 
 

8. Tender and Contract Process 
 
29. The government shall be represented by a shipping scheme administrator, who should 
be an accounting firm selected and contracted to carry out this role. This is to avoid as best 
possible, any opportunity for corrupt practices when evaluating and awarding the contract, and 
to enable impartial administration and enforcement of contract provisions and payments. 
 
30. The shipping scheme administrator shall issue an invitation to tender to ship operators, 
who have registered in the scheme by pre-qualification, by advertising with direct email, in 
newspapers and other media. Upon receipt of tenders, the shipping scheme administrator shall 
assess the tenders. The assessment shall include checking that the ship is suitable for the task 
by a comparison with the pre-qualification data. The successful bid shall be that whose bidder 
who has the lowest tender for a prequalified ship and whose pre-qualification data matches the 
call for tender requirements with respect to cargo and passenger capacity and survey status for 
the voyage specified in the call for tenders. 
 
31. The shipping scheme administrator shall advise the director general of the successful 
bid. The director general shall decide whether or not to proceed. If the decision is to proceed, 
the director general shall instruct the shipping scheme administrator to proceed, and advise the 
shipping coordinator that a voyage is to be carried out. The director general does not need to 
give a reason for deciding not to proceed. The shipping scheme administrator, representing the 
government, shall award the contract to the successful bidder. 
 
32. The successful bidder will undertake the voyage. There is no further negotiation. The 
contract terms and conditions are stated in the invitation to tender. The successful bidder is 
obliged to accept the contract.   
 
33. At the end of the voyage the successful bidder shall submit a voyage report to the 
shipping scheme administrator in order for the administrator to assess compliance with the 
contract and in turn advise the Director General of the amount that is to be paid to the ship 
operator. A copy of the voyage report will also be furnished by the shipping scheme 
administrator to the shipping coordinator for monitoring purposes. 
 

9. Monitoring and Evaluation - Closing of Loop 
 
34. There are three monitoring requirements to: 
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• ensure that the voyage is conducted according to requirements of the contract, 
which will be checked by the shipping scheme administrator (see above);   

• record voyage, cargo and passenger information on the MIPU’s database for 
domestic interisland shipping to assist in ascertaining or establishing the need for 
shipping services support, which will be facilitated by the shipping coordinator; 
and 

• assess the effectiveness of scheme in fostering social and economic 
development and in terms of changes in quality of shipping services, which will 
monitored by the shipping coordinator. 

 
35. The shipping coordinator will continue to evaluate the need for supported services 
through the SCS and when one is required, the above process is repeated. 
 

10. Conduct of Voyage 
 
36. Invitation to bid and the voyage contract will specify: 

• Vessel; 
• Location to make ship calls; 
• Amount of cargo and passenger space to be available for cargo and passengers 

to and from the specified places; 
• Order of calls; 
• Voyage ready date range; 
• Estimated time of departure from origin port; and 
• Estimated time of arrival at return port. 

 
37. The ship will undertake the voyage and will: 

• Present load-ready at the start port; 
• Load cargo and embark passengers; 
• Depart on the voyage, and visit each named place, and, at the ship operator’s 

option, potentially others; 
• Discharge and load cargo, and disembark and embark passengers at each place; 

and 
• Return to the return port. 

 
38. All revenue shall remain with the ship operator. Deviations from obligations will result in 
payment reductions according to the contract’s provisions.   
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Figure 1: Shipping Services Support Scheme – Process Diagram 

 
 

11. Documentation 
 
39. The documentation needed for the shipping services support scheme consists of four 
documents or records, which are illustrated in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Shipping Services Support Scheme Documents 

 
 
40. In addition the Tender Guidelines in Appendix 1 set out the purpose of the shipping 
services support scheme and describe the pre-qualification and tender process, the conduct of 
voyages, payments, general conditions of tender and the process for monitoring the conduct of 
voyages. 
 
41. The four documents or records are: 

• Prequalification Record:  is an application form to enable ship operators to apply 
for pre-qualification for their ships. The pre-qualification requires only that a ship 
is registered and in survey. At the time of contracting, the ship will also be 
required to be manned, and otherwise operated in accordance with the 
requirements of the appropriate legislation and regulations. 
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• Call for Tenders:  is a document inviting persons or entities to bid for a specified 
voyage. The document will contain details of the intended voyage, the bid 
procedure and format, the contract that will be awarded to the successful bidder, 
and other information necessary for an open and transparent bid process. 

• Tender Bid:  the document by which a bidder submits an offer. 
• Voyage Report Form:  is a record in a particular format to enable compliance with 

the contract that the ship has called at specified places, that cargo and 
passenger volume requirements have been met, and that the ship arrives at its 
return port within the time specified.  Verification of the voyage performance will 
be by nominated persons or persons in a nominated position at specified places 
that the ship has called.  The voyage report form is provided by the ship operator 
to the Shipping Scheme Administrator to enable evaluation of the level of 
compliance with the contract.  In turn final voyage payment will be made by the 
MIPU, adjusted if necessary for any lack of performance.  A copy of the voyage 
report form will be provided by the Shipping Administrator to the Shipping 
Coordinator as part of the latter’s monitoring and evaluation data. 

 
12. Regulatory Requirements 

 
42. Government tenders are regulated by Chapter 245, Government Contracts and Tenders, 
of the Laws of the Republic of Vanuatu, and the Tenders Regulations, Order 40 of 1999. Any 
contract for supply of services to the government, which is paid for out of public funds comes 
under these rules. If the consideration for the services is less than Vt5 million (about $50,000) 
the contract is, however, not a government contract that is required to come under the 
procedures of those rules.3

 

 As the amount of public funds for this shipping services support 
scheme is likely to be less than Vt5 million, the tender process may be undertaken outside of 
these regulations. 

43. However, Chapter 245 has provision for regular suppliers.4

 

 If over the course of a year 
more than one contract is entered into in relation to substantially similar matters and the sum of 
the considerations exceeds Vt5 million then in a subsequent year, the provisions of these rules 
apply. The shipping administrator will need to bear this requirement in mind. 

13. Transparency 
 
44. The amount of the winning bid is made publically available by the shipping scheme 
administrator, possibly with a notice in the newspaper. The pre-qualification data for all pre-
qualified ships is also to be publically available by the shipping coordinator. In this manner, any 
person, whether or not a bidder, can see that the chosen ship has sufficient cargo and 
passenger capacity. All unsuccessful bidders will also be able to see that the successful bidder 
was lower than their price. 
 

14. Financial Requirements 
 
45. The following is a cost summary of the scheme, based on representative ships plying the 
identified routes, for an assumed number of shipping services support voyages in a year. 
 

                                            
3 See clause 2A of Chapter 245. 
4 See clause 13B of Chapter 245. 
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46. It is assumed that (on average) after 3 years, voyages would be commercially viable. 
This assumption may be overly optimistic or pessimistic but as noted at the outset, this will 
depend on the response by individual communities and the manner in which the shipping 
coordinator scheme is embraced by those communities. However, it can be argued that if the 
actual demand for regular and reliable shipping services corresponds with the reported 
requirements of these isolated communities, then this assumption may not be unrealistic. The 
locations requiring shipping services support and the type of shipping services support are 
detailed below: 
 

Locations Requiring the 
Shipping Services Support  Origin Type of voyage 

Aniwa Port Vila Deviation, via Lenakel 
Aneityum Port Vila Deviation, via Lenakel 
Futuna Port Vila Deviation, via Lenakel 
North coast of West Santo Luganville Round Voyage 
West coast of Big Bay, 
Santo 

Luganville Round Voyage 

 
47. It is assumed that the ship’s time for a supported voyage is 1.5 days for a deviation and 
7 days for a round voyage. The estimated budget for supported voyages to all locations is 
summarized below. 
 

    Aniwa Aneityum Futuna 

North Coast 
of West 
Santo 

West 
Coast of 
Big Bay 

Type of voyage  Deviation Deviation Deviation Voyage Voyage 
Days required  1.5 1.5 1.5 7 7 
Cost per day (vatu)  240,000 240,000 240,000 240,000 240,000 
Cost per voyage  360,000 360,000 360,000 1,680,000 1,680,000 
Year Subsidy      
1 75% st 1,620,000 1,620,000 1,620,000 7,560,000 7,560,000 
2 50% nd 1,080,000 1,080,000 1,080,000 5,040,000 5,040,000 
3 25% rd 540,000 540,000 540,000 2,520,000 2,520,000 
Subtotal per route  
( vatu) 

 3,240,000 3,240,000 3,240,000 15,120,000 15,120,000 

Subtotal per route 
($) 

 32,400 32,400 32,400 151,200 151,200 

Total 
($) 

399,600 
          

 
 
48. The revenue shortfall is the financial support that is estimated to be required per voyage.  
This is based on public consultations and assumptions that for the first year of voyages, 
revenue collected from freight and passenger fares by the ship operator would cover only 25% 
of the total voyage costs. For the second year of voyages revenue collected is assumed to 
cover 50%. For the third year of voyages the revenue collected is assumed to cover 75% of 
voyage costs leaving only 30% to be covered by a subsidy. If the amount of revenue collected 
at this rate of growth continues, then by the fourth year of voyages revenue would cover 
operating costs. These are averages, each route may vary. Thus, the overall cost of supporting 
shipping services to isolated communities is estimated at about $399,600, with a contingency of 
25% to provide for flexibility and adjustment taking the total to $500,000.  
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B. Shipping Coordinator Scheme 
 

1. Findings 
 
49. One of the primary PPTA tasks was identification of the causes for the lack of sufficient 
shipping services to sustain economic and social development on remote or outer island 
communities. Key findings affecting domestic shipping were: 

• the government had little involvement in the provision of interisland shipping 
services; 

• shipping services were generally available and required no government 
assistance; 

• safety regulation and oversight of the maritime system was inadequate and the 
legal framework requires updating and streamlining; 

• there is an adequate supply of shipping capacity to the domestic trade and 
effectively in balance with the demand for shipping services; 

• approximately 10% of the population’s economic and social development 
potential was hindered by inadequate shipping services due to insufficient cargo 
to attract shipping services to these points of call.  Specifically: 
o 1.3% of Vanuatu’s population living in remote island communities were the 

most adversely affected receiving less than four ship calls per year, which 
was deemed insufficient to sustain economic and social development; and 

o other remote island communities received at least four, but irregular ship 
calls with long interval periods, resulting in significant community stress 
and having to resort to subsistence living for basic needs until another call 
was made. 

• six ship calls per year that were reliable and evenly spaced was considered to be 
the ‘basic needs’ threshold for isolated communities; 

• there is a lack of knowledge about shipping and especially ship call times and 
dates within most isolated communities; 

• not all remote island communities had been informed of what they needed to do 
to attract additional and more consistent ship calls; 

• Radio Vanuatu had downgraded its broadcasting power and discontinued the 
service of providing information on shipping services that remote communities 
relied upon in previous decades; and 

• telecommunication services to remote areas in Vanuatu were being implemented 
and could improve communication to approximately 75% of the country. 

 
2. Complementary Roles of Shipping Services Support and Shipping 

Coordinator Schemes 
 
50. There are two shipping supply and demand situations that could benefit from the 
complementary design and implementation of the SSS and SCS. The first is where isolated 
island communities receive fewer than the “basic needs” threshold of six ship calls per annum.  
The second where those communities receive more ship calls per annum, but at irregular 
intervals.  
 
51. The SSS is designed to resolve the first situation and provide support for a minimum of 
six evenly spaced ship calls per annum, weather permitting. The SSS allows for the payment of 
a subsidy to a ship owner, being the revenue difference between the owner’s minimum cargo 
volume requirements for profitability and that actually carried. The SSS is a shipping supply side 
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intervention and is a temporary arrangement until services to isolated communities are 
commercially viable, that is, they pay their own way. 
 
52. As the title indicates, the SCS is primarily a shipping demand side program to assist in 
the coordination of shipping services to match the requirements of isolated communities.  
Specifically to: 

• provide a transport and trading awareness program for isolated communities 
focused on what is required to attracts ship calls, 

• promote local production, improved quality, and increase the availability of cargo 
to be shipped, 

• promote aggregation of cargo,  
• coordinate the timing of ship calls to improve reliability and ensure consistency of 

calls, 
• ensure isolated communities have prior knowledge of ship calls and times, 
• encourage prospective buyers of remote island produce to proceed with 

transactions, and to 
• keep the prospective markets informed of forthcoming shipping service 

availability. 
 
53. A shipping coordinator will undertake a lead role for both situations, ensuring the 
minimum number of calls for remote island communities and for communities with irregular 
services to ensure improved regularity. Thus, the SSS and the SCS complement each other; 
facilitating shipping supply and demand. Initially, the SSS may commence operations prior to 
the SCS becoming operational. In such a case, the full benefits of both schemes will not be 
realized until they are operating side-by-side. 
 

3. Overview of the Shipping Coordinator Scheme 
 
54. Ships are attracted by cargo volumes that are sufficient to cover the costs of picking up 
or unloading cargo or both. Therefore remote location residents need to produce sufficient cargo 
volumes at regular intervals to attract ship owners into making consistently scheduled calls. The 
shipping coordinator through an awareness program targeted at specific remote island 
communities will inform them of the basic requirements to attract ship calls.   
 
55. Having achieved this awareness in isolated communities and assessed the volume of 
products each community can produce, with assistance from communities themselves, the 
shipping coordinator will develop a network of suppliers, buyers of produce, and ship owners to 
complete each trade cycle. 
 
56. At regular planned intervals, when isolated communities have aggregated their supply 
requirements and have produce ready for transport, the shipping coordinator will advise the 
MIPU of the need for the ship calls. In turn the shipping coordinator will advise remote island 
communities in advance of the impending ship call and the estimated time of arrival for those 
communities supported by the SSS. 
 
57. The longer term objective in promoting increased production and the aggregation of 
cargo is to initially minimize the cost of the shipping subsidy but then to eventually phase out or 
eliminate the need for the SSS altogether through sustainable cargo volumes that attract 
commercially viable shipping services. 
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58. The shipping coordinator would establish a communication network through the 
provincial secretary’s office in each province as the majority have direct radio 
telecommunications with each of their isolated communities. As telecommunications improve 
coordination via mobile phone communications can be made with each remote community and 
also the provincial secretary’s office. 
 
59. One of the major findings of the PPTA was the lack of knowledge of ship arrival dates 
and times. With improved technology a voice message service could be established where 
people can use mobile phones to find out the latest estimated time of arrival. The shipping 
coordinator will establish this system. Exactly how isolated communities will access and use the 
information will be determined as the project proceeds, however, it is envisaged that mobile 
phone technology and a voice message system will be the main means of communication. The 
updating and improving the system will occur as experience is gained. 
 

4. Identified and Target Communities 
 
60. Three provinces qualify for the SSS. In these provinces there are either remote island 
communities receiving fewer than the “basic needs” threshold of four ship calls per annum or 
four or more ship calls per annum, but at irregular intervals. They are described below: 

• Tafea Province: The islands of Aniwa, Futuna, Erromango and Aneityum qualify 
for the SSS Scheme. Possible support would be by diverting ships operating to 
and from Tanna to these islands. The shipping coordinator will need to travel to 
these locations to establish communication, deliver awareness programs and 
build relationships with the communities on each of these islands.   

• Torba Province: Although currently serviced, some of the islands within the 
Torres group such as Hiu, Tagoa, Loh, Toga and Uraraparapara may qualify for 
the SSS scheme, contingent on developments by private sector shipping service 
providers who have begun regular services to some locations in Torba. Whether 
involved in the SSS or not, given their distance from Luganville and lack of 
regular shipping, the shipping coordinator needs to travel to these locations to 
establish communication, deliver awareness programs and build relationships 
with the communities on each of these islands. 

• Sanma Province: The communities on the Upper West Coast and Big Bay will 
initially be involved in the SSS and require the Shipping Coordinator to promote 
regular shipping.  Once again the shipping coordinator will need to travel to these 
remote locations to establish communication, deliver awareness programs and 
build relationships with the local communities.  

 
5. Personnel and Communication Requirements 

 
61. The proposed governance arrangement is illustrated in Figure 3. Nine people are 
required to operate the Shipping Coordinator Scheme comprising eight “on-site coordinators” 
located at isolated communities and overseen by the shipping coordinator based in Port Vila. 
The shipping coordinator will liaise with MIPU, interisland shipping companies, and others 
including government and development partners as required. 
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Figure 3: Organisation of the Shipping Coordinator Personnel 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
62. On-site coordinators will be selected by their local communities following the initial visit 
by the shipping coordinator who will advise the area councils of the procedure for selecting the 
on-site coordinators in each of the identified communities. It is suggested that these persons be 
provided with some remuneration.   
 
63. The on-site coordinators will be initially stationed at the following locations: Aniwa, 
Futuna, Aneityum, Erromango, North West Santo, Big Bay, Ureparapara and one in Loh to 
cover all the communities in Torres. The Loh on-site coordinator will travel by boat to 
communities in Torres to promote the objectives of the SSS. The shipping coordinator would 
visit each on-site coordinator twice per annum. 
 
64. To assist in the establishment of the SCS, it is proposed that short term capacity building 
assistance be provided to the shipping coordinator. This assistance would take the form of 
designing a sea transport and trade awareness program and helping the shipping coordinator 
establish the SSS in two or three selected isolated communities as pilot programs.  It is 
envisaged that these pilot programs would identify potential implementation problems and 
possibly improvements to the schemes. 
 
65. With recent improvements in telecommunications over the last 12 months, only North 
West Santo is not within the mobile cellular network. To maintain communication with North 
West Santo the on-site coordinator can use the provincial council’s radio network for messaging 
and reporting. Provision has been made for a new two-way radio to replace the existing North 
West Santo set that was working only intermittently in 2008. However, in general, for reporting 
between the shipping coordinator and the on-site coordinators, it is envisaged that text 
messaging will be used to relay information. 
 
66. To close the existing information gap, it is proposed to establish a message service to 
enable isolated communities to obtain more accurate and timely information on ship calls. The 
details of its costs and how the message service can be established is outlined in the cost 
section below. In Vanuatu telecommunications landlines are difficult to obtain and cost 
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substantially more to operate than access to the mobile network. Therefore, mobile cellular 
phones have been proposed for the coordinator, on-site coordinators and the message service. 
One cell phone with a recorded message would form the basis of the message answering 
system. Communities interested in vessel arrivals with access to a mobile phone can call the 
message service to obtain the latest information on a vessel’s estimated time of arrival.   
 

6. Shipping Coordinator:  Role and Tasks 
 
67. The purpose of the shipping coordinator is, as the name suggests, assisting in the 
coordination of shipping requirements to isolated communities in the outer islands. In other 
words to facilitate both the supply of shipping services along with the demand for shipping 
services to foster economic and social development in isolated communities. 
 
68. The shipping coordinator’s role is to assist the demand side of shipping services to 
isolated communities, promote trade, and coordinate the provision of information and support 
between the isolated communities and the providers of shipping services. The shipping 
coordinator will also assist in the administration and management of the SSS. 
 
69. The tasks of the shipping coordinator are to: 

(a) establish a program of ship calls to isolated communities and to advise the 
director general of MIPU of the need for support under the SSS; 

(b) assist the shipping scheme administrator initiate arrangements for shipping 
services to isolated communities; 

(c) advise communities on the appointment of on-site coordinators; 

(d) visit isolated communities and with the on-site coordinators to establish an 
education awareness program focused on promoting increased production of 
goods that can be traded with the objective of maintaining and improving the 
frequency of ship calls through the establishment of a minimum threshold volume 
of cargo that will attract ship calls; 

(e) coordinate the timing of ship calls to optimize the harvest of marketable cash 
crops; 

(f) ensure isolated communities are informed of shipping support measures 
including ship schedules, freight rates, etc.; 

(g) build and maintain a network of purchasers of produce in urban markets and 
advising of the availability of crops for market; 

(h) ensure isolated communities will have produce ready for loading and inwards 
goods (orders) arranged for shipping services provided under the SSS; 

(i) advise ship owners of when cargoes will be ready for shipping and facilitate the 
ship calls to collect the cargo; 

(j) maintain communications between the isolated communities receiving support 
and ship owners; 

(k) keep area secretaries in isolated communities informed so they can coordinate 
their endeavors with the SSS and the SCS to ensure their communities obtain the 
maximum benefits from each; 
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(l) assist on-site coordinators in educating isolated communities in ways to secure 
the maximum benefit from the SSS Scheme; 

(m) advise the director general of MIPU, director general of Internal Affairs, and 
director general of Finance on general matters relating to shipping support 
measures for isolated communities; 

(n) provide the director general of MIPU and development partners with regular 
reports against the agreed work plan and schedule; 

(o) provide cash flow projections to the MIPU for the SSS for the forthcoming quarter 
to meet the Ministry of Finance and Economic Management (MFEM) reporting 
cycle; 

(p) provide estimates for SSS costs for the forthcoming year to the MIPU; 

(q) determine funding requirements for the next year; and 

(r) represent isolated communities on matters relating to shipping support measures. 

 
7. On-site Coordinator:  Role and Tasks 

 
70. The purpose of the on-site coordinator is to assist the shipping coordinator in the 
implementation and management of the SSS and the SCS to ensure their effective and efficient 
application for the benefit of individual isolated communities. In other words, to help secure the 
supply of shipping services to match the demand for shipping services and so foster economic 
and social development in isolated communities. 
 
71. The on-site coordinator’s role is to promote and coordinate the efforts of an isolated 
community to attract shipping, to promote increases in the production of local produce for 
market and to maintain communications with the shipping coordinator. 
 
72. The on-site coordinator’s tasks are to: 

(a) ensure isolated communities are well informed about the SSS, particularly the 
obligations and responsibilities of individual communities and how best they can 
benefit from the SSS; 

(b) assist in educating isolated communities in ways to secure the maximum benefit 
from the SSS initially through a sea transport and trade awareness program, 
prices of cash crops in the urban markets, and potential buyers of their produce, 
which will enable communities to appropriately plan their activities;  

(c) assist isolated communities in the selection of consolidation or focal points as the 
designated trading posts for shipping services; 

(d) inform isolated communities of shipping support measures including ship 
schedules, freight rates, etc. and promote the use of these services; 

(e) ensure isolated communities have produce ready and inwards cargo (orders) 
arranged for shipping services provided under the SSS; 

(f) maintain communications between the isolated communities receiving support 
measures and the shipping coordinator; 

(g) maintain and preserve records and documents relating to shipping operations, 
cargo volumes and passenger numbers using support measures to assist in 
determining the effectiveness of these measures at the selected focal points; 

(h) advise the shipping coordinator on general matters relating to SSS and the SCS 
for their isolated communities; 
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(i) represent their remote communities on matters relating to the administration, 
management, and operation of the SSS and the SCS; and 

(j) share and exchange information with other on-site coordinators. 
 
73. The appointment of on-site coordinators will be made by the respective communities for 
which the on-site coordinator will be responsible. The person selected will need to have the 
support and confidence of the local community and a reasonable appreciation of community 
requirements and some understanding of domestic shipping requirements. 
 

8. Capacity Building Specialist - Technical Assistance 
 
74. The purpose of the capacity building specialist is to provide specialist technical support 
during the initial phase of establishing the SCS. 
 
75. The role of the capacity building specialist is to assist the shipping coordinator in 
establishing transport and trading awareness programs, in developing a communication network 
to facilitate trade between remote communities and markets, and, in developing procedures and 
systems for recording transport and trade levels. 
 
76. The tasks of the capacity building specialist are to assist the shipping coordinator to: 

• develop a work plan and schedule for the next twelve months against which the 
shipping coordinator will report to director general of MIPU and donor agencies 
as appropriate; 

• design the transport and trading awareness program and assist in its delivery to 
selected remote communities that would in the first instance be used as a pilot 
program; 

• develop communication networks and procedures between the shipping 
coordinator, on-site coordinators, the MIPU, shipping companies, produce 
buyers, provincial secretaries and local area councils in order to keep all 
informed of transport and trading requirements;  

• establish systems to record ship calls, cargo types and volumes, and passengers 
embarked and disembarked at remote communities that are fall under the SSS 
and the SCS; 

• establish performance measurements to gauge the success and progress of the 
SSS and the SCS; 

• establish simple accounting procedures and records for managing expenditure 
incurred during the discharge of the shipping coordinator’s tasks; 

• promote the SSS and the SCS to interisland shipping companies; and 
• promote the SSS and the SCS to buyers of cash crops. 
 
9. Shipping Coordinator Design Issues 

 
77. There are a number of questions that arise in designing the SCS: 

a) What time is involved and the cost of engaging a capacity building specialist? 
b) Where should the shipping coordinator be stationed? 
c) How best can the audit and performance monitoring requirements be achieved? 
d) What is the best means in filling the information gap on the estimated time of 

arrival of vessels for isolated communities? 
e) How many on-site coordinators are required to support the SSS? 
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78. Each of these questions are examined in the following sections in which the best or most 
appropriate answer is decided upon which in turn illustrates the process through which the 
proposed scheme has been designed. 
 

10. Issue (a):  What time is involved in engaging a Capacity Building 
Specialist? 

 
79. Following the recommendations of the PPTA, the government agreed to implement the 
SSS as a means to reducing community stress and promoting economic and social 
development.5

• without the SCS to backstop the SSS, the government would not have an audit or 
performance monitoring measures in place;  

 Rationale for having the SCS commence with the SSS is as follows: 

• the underlying key issues of improving community awareness of why vessels call 
and the trade cycle remain unaddressed; and 

• the SSS on its own would send the wrong message to isolated communities that 
it is a “hand out” rather than a “hand up”.   

 
80. In order to increase the capability and confidence of people of Vanuatu to quickly 
implement and receive the benefits of both the SSS and the SCS, technical assistance is 
needed at the outset to assist the shipping coordinator. Without this both schemes could 
flounder, community stress would remain or perhaps even increase, and economic and social 
development further hindered. 
 
81. If the SCS commences considerably later that the SSS, the benefits of the latter to 
isolated communities is likely to be reduced or even nonexistent and little information will be 
available to evaluate if the SSS is actually achieving its objectives.   
 

11. Issue (b):  Where should the Shipping Coordinator be stationed? 
 
82. There are a number of alternatives for the location of the shipping coordinator.  
Consideration was given to locating the shipping coordinator at either Luganville or Port Vila, or 
having one stationed at both places, with the later having one shipping coordinator focused on 
communities serviced by shipping out of Luganville and the other at Port Vila focused on 
servicing communities in the Tafea. After reviewing the tasks for the shipping coordinator role 
and the liaison requirements with MIPU, donors and the added costs of another person it was 
decided that one full time person could perform the task better than two part time persons. The 
earlier lack of telecommunications is not a large issue now that coverage of the mobile network 
extends to all but one of the selected isolated communities that fall within domains of the SSS or 
the SCS. This means the shipping coordinator can now maintain communications with all but 
one on-site coordinator by using mobile phones. 
 
83. As the tasks of liaison and reporting will take place in Port Vila, the most appropriate 
location for the shipping coordinator is Port Vila. 
 
84. The next location issue is where to the shipping coordinator should maintain an office 
from which to work. There are three possible choices: within MIPU or attached to the shipping 
scheme administrator, such as a firm of accountants as suggested.   
 
                                            
5  To this end, the government has set aside Vt10 million for the 2009 budget year to enable the Shipping Services 

Support Scheme to be implemented as soon as possible. 
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85. MIPU has insufficient space to house its current functions that are mainly focused on 
infrastructure policy and management. Any spare space is regularly occupied by external teams 
assisting to government develop policy or improve existing infrastructure.  Furthermore when its 
policy functions are all established, additional space will needed within MIPU. 
 
86. Attachment of the shipping coordinator to the shipping scheme administrator, i.e. a firm 
of accountants, is recommended.6

 
   

87. Cost estimates to provide an office within a chartered accountant’s premises and 
ongoing support amounting to approximately 10 hours per month totals Vt150,000 per month. 
Part of this cost is inclusive of overseeing the SSS functions and the endorsement of payment. 
The cost also includes the use of a desk, two chairs, toilet facilities, guidance support in monthly 
report production and review of reports before their distribution to intended recipients.  The 
project would provide the shipping coordinator with an assistant, telephone, message answering 
equipment, printer, stationery, and travel costs. These costs are detailed in Figures 4 and 5. 
 

12. Issue (c):  How best to achieve audit and performance monitoring? 
 
88. It is proposed to meet the audit and performance measurement requirements by 
implementing a basic and simple data collection system. As part of the SSS, ship captains need 
evidence of a ship call and need to complete a simple return of passengers and cargo carried to 
and from that community in order to get payment for the contracted service.  Currently, larger 
ship owners advise that they do not maintain records of volumes carried on each voyage, while 
others are reluctant to divulge any information for competitive or other reasons. The introduction 
of a simple data collection system would generate baseline information where currently none 
exists and provide a measure to assess if SSS payments be decreasing or not depending on 
the amount of cargo and passengers being transported. 
 
89. One of the on-site coordinators’ tasks is to maintain information on the number of 
passengers disembarked and boarding the ship for other destinations and for cargo discharged 
and loaded by each vessel calling at the isolated communities being supported by either 
scheme. This information will be SMS texted to the shipping coordinator in Port Vila on a 
monthly basis if not a shorter interval. Figure 6 details the information to be texted. The 
information is all numeric and conforms to a summary that each will complete and maintain.  
When the shipping coordinator makes his bi-annual visit to each of the communities this cargo 
and passenger information can be collected in greater detail.   
 
90. The shipping coordinator with some initial assistance from the shipping scheme 
administrator will compile a month report to be delivered to MIPU and development partners as 
required. This report, detailed in Figure 7, would be compiled from the monthly on-site 
coordinators’ SMS texted reports. It will summarize the activities for each month, compare 
information provided by ships captains and on-site coordinators, and show trends in passenger 
numbers and cargoes from each destination. From this, assessments can be made on the level 
economic activity, whether it is increasing or decreasing in each community, the impact and 

                                            
6  The reasons for having the SSS administered by a firm of chartered accountants included the need for the SSS 

payments to be overseen by an independent body to minimize possible collusion, ensure public and donor money 
is fully accounted for, and to meet audit and performance measures requirements. A review of government 
financial systems shows that it focused towards control of government funds and has yet to develop skills focused 
on performance measurement of individual programs. Performance measurement is critical to the ongoing success 
of both the SSS and SCS, and an independent body is best to do this. 
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degree of success being achieved, the need for any refinements to either scheme, or whether 
either scheme has reached its maturity and support is no longer required.   
 
91. Information generated by the SSS could be applied to providing basic information on 
domestic shipping and trade within Vanuatu. This would assist in providing information for MIPU 
policy development and strategic planning purposes on sea transport needs and for a review of 
future government support for these schemes. 
 

13. Issue (d):  What is the best means in filling the vessel arrival time 
information gap? 

 
92. There are three possible solutions: 

• resurrect the radio bulletins previously provided on Radio Vanuatu to the planned 
increased power that will enable it to reach all isolated communities in Vanuatu; 

• for the shipping coordinator to advise each on-site coordinator on a regular basis 
by text message of estimated times of arrival in isolated communities;  or 

• to provide a message answer service for anyone with a mobile phone to call and 
find out the latest estimated time of arrival for ships calling at all isolated 
communities. 

 
93. Prior to the downgrade in range Radio Vanuatu was the preferred radio for almost all 
people in remote areas of Vanuatu. When making a choice on which media to advertise, most 
business persons usually choose the one with the largest audience. With increased power and 
range that is now being implemented through the assistance of the New Zealand Government, 
Radio Vanuatu could significantly increase the number of its listeners simply by again providing 
regular allocated time spots to broadcast information on ship schedules and their estimated 
times of arrival. However, in the past Radio Vanuatu has been inclined to charge retail 
advertising rates for these time spots, which has discouraged the broadcast of shipping 
information. 
 
94. Advising shipping schedules and times by text messages is a low cost option. However, 
it only reaches those persons with direct daily telecommunications contact with the on-site 
coordinator; not many people in isolated communities have access to a mobile phone. 
 
95. Provided information is forthcoming from ship owners a message answer service can 
operate to the advantage of both parties. Ship owners’ office staff constantly field calls enquiring 
about ship arrival times. If all persons in Vanuatu where able to access a recorded message 
that proved to have a high degree of reliability, then all parties would benefit. Ship owners’ 
would not have to devote so much time to the issue. People in outer island communities would 
be the main beneficiaries as waiting time, which translates into spoilt produce, would be 
reduced and so there would be more incentive to produce beyond that for a subsistence level. 
 
96. The shipping coordinator is in the best position to collate and disseminate information on 
ship schedules and timing and, indeed, this is one of the tasks concerning shipping services 
support to isolated communities. This task could be expanded to cover all shipping services to 
outer islands for dissemination by Radio Vanuatu or a message answering service. It is a simple 
step to maintain additional records of call patterns and destinations. For this reason, in addition 
to other support tasks, that a part time assistant to the shipping coordinator is suggested. This 
person would contact the shipping companies daily to update the estimated time of arrival 
information.   
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14. Issue (e):  How many on-site coordinators are required to undertake the 

Shipping Support Scheme? 
 
97.  The following communities quality for support from the SCS or SSS or both: Aniwa, 
Futuna, Erromango, Aneityum, Ureparapara, Torres Islands, some islands in the Banks Group, 
North West Santo and Big Bay. Isolated communities in the Banks Group, North West Santo 
and Big Bay qualify for the shipping coordinator scheme.   
 
98.  In total, it is assessed that eight on-site coordinators will be required to support the 
shipping coordinator based in Port Vila. 
 
99.  Only the on-site coordinator located in North West Santo will require a two way radio for 
communication purposes. All other locations are within the existing mobile telecommunications 
network. As the communities in the Torres Islands are relatively small, provision has been made 
for the respective on-site coordinator to travel by boat to each of these communities to 
coordinate the shipping services support. Communities in North West Santo and Big Bay are 
spread out along the coast and the on-site coordinator will be able to walk between them to 
coordinate the support effort. 
 
100. All locations are accessible by air. Big Bay can be accessed by road from Luganville; 
Ureparapara from its nearest airfield and then by boat; likewise other islands in Torres by boat 
from the nearest airfield. 
 
101. Provision has been made in the cost budget for visits by the shipping coordinator and 
the on-site coordinators as per Figure 5. 
 

15. Design Issue Conclusions 
 
102. The following conclusions about the design requirements for the SCS have been arrived 
at and used for determining the cost of the scheme: 

• a consultant should be engaged as early as possible so that the SCS can be 
implemented without delay; 

• the shipping coordinator be located in Port Vila at the office of the shipping 
scheme administrator; 

• the SSS contract should require a return a report on the number of passengers 
carried and the volume of cargo loaded and discharged for each ship call to be 
part of the requirements for payment; 

• information systems be established to provide ship schedule and timing details;  
and; unless Radio Vanuatu is prepared to broadcast shipping information as an 
essential community service the next best option is for MIPU to set up a message 
answer service; 

• shipping information collected by the shipping coordinator form the basis of 
domestic sea transport and trade information to facilitate government policy and 
planning; and 

• a minimum of eight on-site coordinators are required to operate the SCS. 
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16. Implementation 
 
103. It would be ideal if the SSS and the SCS commenced at the same time. Delays in the 
SSS would mean that some remote island communities continue to suffer community stress and 
sustainable economic and social development would be hindered. For the implementation steps 
described below, it has been assumed that the SSS commences prior to the SCS. 
 
104. The steps in approximate chronological order to implementing the shipping coordinator 
scheme are to: 

• finalize and agree refinements to the SSS and SCS; 
• finalize and agree funding for the shipping coordinator scheme; 
• MIPU establishers and agrees on a commencement date for the shipping 

coordinator scheme; 
• advertise the position of the shipping coordinator and the capacity building 

specialist - select and make appointments for each position; 
• enter into a contract with a firm of chartered accountants who provide high quality 

audit services and who are preferably affiliated to an international auditing firm; 
• provide the shipping coordinator and the capacity building specialist with 

documentation, procedures and reports for both schemes to study and become 
familiar with;  

 
105. In turn the shipping coordinator and the capacity building specialist will: 

• in the first two weeks complete a work plan and schedule setting up the SCS in 
all target isolated communities and obtain the agreement and approval of the 
MIPU and donor agency(s) as appropriate; 

• design and write the awareness program plus supporting information and print 
copies some for distribution to participants and interested parties;7

• establish performance and audit measures to gauge future changes in cargo 
volumes and the degree of success being achieved by the two schemes and their 
impact on each remote community;

 

8

• design and agree on the formats of future reports to be delivered to MIPU and 
development partners as appropriate;

 

9

• confirm and update planned ship calls to the selected communities by discussion 
with the shipping companies; 

 

• establish contact with prospective buyers of cash crops, create a database of 
names and contact details, and, determine existing urban market prices for 
produce and cash crops for distribution to isolated communities;10

• arrange visits to isolated communities in each province to conduct the awareness 
program, the tasks of the on-site coordinators and their selection;

 

11

                                            
7 The awareness program should include; overview and concept of both schemes, attracting shipping, maintaining 

and increasing future services, selection of the on-site coordinator and tasks, discussion on available cash crops 
and achievable volumes, costs associated with sending goods to market, cash planning and future program steps. 

   

8 The on-site coordinators will maintain the base records and forward them to the shipping Coordinator. As 
communications may in some areas be difficult the reports should be simple and short. 

9 The reports include actual, forecast expenditure against budget for both schemes, dates of ship calls at remote 
communities, volume of cargo discharged and loaded, number of passengers, community satisfaction measure, 
brief comments on issues arising, 

10 Provision will have to be made for the cost of freight. 
11 It is suggested that the first part of the program be open to all interested community participants, the second part in 

discussions with the community council on issues arising, followed by the balance of the awareness program. 
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• hold discussions with Radio Vanuatu on establishing a domestic shipping 
information service using information collated by the shipping coordinator’s 
assistant; 

• advise domestic shipping companies of the establishment a shipping information 
service using either Radio Vanuatu or an answer phone service and seek their 
cooperation and direct input; 

 
106. As time permits the shipping coordinator and the capacity building specialist will both 
carry out the following tasks otherwise the shipping coordinator alone will:12

• travel to the selected communities and present the program; 
 

• advise the area council on the role and tasks of an on-site coordinator, a 
suggested procedure for selecting or electing the on-site coordinators, payment 
for performing the role and tasks, etc; 

• provide the successful candidate with the tools of the trade, record book, 
documentation, etc and brief the on-site coordinators on their tasks, performance 
measures, reports, means of communication, reporting dates and times; 

• with the assistance of the area council and the newly appointed on-site 
coordinators assess possible production levels and timeframes to grow and 
prepare produce for market throughout the course of a year; establish prices for 
cash crops sold by members of the community in the recent past, compare these 
with current prices in urban markets; and record the information in the SCS 
database; 

• with each community discuss, agree and prepare an initial plan to increase the 
amount of produce to ship to market over the medium to long term; 

• determine and agree upon the weight and size of bags for each community to 
ship produce to market, then apply these descriptions and weights in future 
reports;   

• determine and agree common measures and weight for the types of cargo 
commonly landed at each of the communities, then apply these descriptions and 
weights in future reports;   

• advise the proposed date of the follow up visit;13

• meet with MIPU and development partners as appropriate and report on the 
visits, issues arising, lessons learned and any adjustments considered necessary 
to refine the SCS. 

  and 

 
107. The shipping coordinator will: 

• advise the director general of MIPU of the need for ship calls at specific isolated 
communities to initiate the SSS bidding and tender process; 

• for outer island communities assist with the coordination of ship calls with 
community needs in order to facilitate the sale and purchase of produce and 
goods to and from urban markets; 

• visit isolated communities at least once per year until the SCS becomes self-
supporting;  

• provide a monthly report to MIPU summarizing number of ship calls to each 
isolated community and volumes of cargo and passengers carried; 

                                            
12 The capacity building specialist will depart after the completion of the initial two or three visits to isolated 

communities and the completion of a report on the implementation. 
13 It is suggested that initially two visits be undertaken in the first year and thereafter once per annum until the 

schemes become self-generating without the need for continued support. 
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• provide a written six monthly report to MIPU and development partners as 
appropriate;  and 

• prepare an annual review against agreed performance measures, an operational 
and financial budget for the forthcoming year, report on the overall conduct and 
acceptance of the SSS from both the domestic shipping companies’ and isolates 
communities’ perspectives and make suggestions for the continuation or 
otherwise of the SSS and SCS.   

 
17. Cost Estimates 

  
108. The total cost of the SSS in the first and subsequent years is estimated at Vt12.85 
million and Vt7.345 million respectively, the detailed costs are shown in Figure 4. In the first 
year, the main cost components of the SCS are salaries (65%), operating costs (16%) and 
travel and accommodation (8%). Communications costs are only 2% of estimated total costs.  
For the second year, total estimated costs are 57% of those of the first year. In the second year 
salaries comprise 47%, operating costs 27%, with travel and accommodation being the 
remaining 13%. Communications costs are still small at only 4% of estimated total costs. 
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Figure 4: Estimated Shipping Coordinator Scheme Costs Year 1 and Subsequent Years 

 
109. Air travel is the primary means of visiting isolated communities, but in two cases visits to 
Ureparapara and between communities in Torres Islands transport will be by boat.  
Communities located in North West Santo and Big Bay are scattered along the coast and so the 
on-site coordinator has no option but to walk from village to village for those encompassed by 
the SCS. 
 
110. Air Travel costs have been taken from the Q3/09 Air Vanuatu Fare Schedule. Travel 
costs by boat have been estimated from 2008 quotes updated for increases in the cost of fuel 
and general operating costs. Estimates of travel costs are shown Figure 5. 
   
111. Both cellular service providers in Vanuatu measure usage by outgoing rather than 
incoming traffic. Furthermore, their policy is to cut services after four months if no outgoing calls 
have been made, regardless of the remaining credit. The only way to maintain a connection is to 
make a further payment before the four months term expires. The message answering system 
has no outgoing traffic and so a top up is required before the end of four months to keep the 
number and the message service operating. 
 
112. The capital costs of the proposed message service and the two-way radio required at 
North West Santo are based on information provided by telecommunications companies in Port 
Vila. 
 

Item Capital Recurrent Quantity Unit Rate Vt NZ$ US$ Share Y1 Share Y2
Salaries
Coordinator × 1 Per Annum 1,900,000 1,900,000   28,358   19,000      
Onsite Coordinators × 8 Per Annum 120,000    960,000      14,328   9,600       
"Coordinator" Part Time assistant × 1 Per Annum 600,000    600,000      8,955     6,000       
Capacity Building Specialist × 50 days 67,000      3,350,000   50,000   33,500      
 - Per Diem

 - Vila × 50 days 28,542      1,427,100   21,300   14,271      
 - Other × 10 days 9,179       91,790       1,370     918          

Total Salaries 8,328,890   124,312 83,289      65% 47%
Operating
Cell phones × 8 ea 2,000       16,000       239       160          
Radios × 1 ea 33,500      33,500       500       335          
Message service × 1 ea 40,000      40,000       597       400          
PC Computer × 1 ea 80,000      80,000       1,194     800          
Printer × 1 ea 30,000      30,000       448       300          
Office - at chartered accountants x 12 month 150,000    1,800,000   26,866   18,000      
Stationery etc × var est PC 100,000    100,000      1,493     1,000       
Total Operating Costs 2,099,500   31,336   20,995      16% 27%
Communitcation Costs
Cell Phones "On-site" × 84 month 2,000       168,000      2,507     1,680       
Cell Phone "Coordinator" × 12 Month 4,000       48,000       716       480          
Radios × 12 month 1,000       12,000       179       120          
Message Service × 12 month 3,000       36,000       537       360          
Total Communications Costs 264,000      3,940     2,640       2% 4%
Travel
Travel and Accomodation Coordinator × 1 Annually 823,916      12,297   8,239       
Travel Capacity Building Specialist × 1 contract 45,620       681       456          
Travel On-site Coordinator Torres × 1 Annually 120,000      1,791     1,200       
Total travel costs 989,536      14,769   9,895       8% 13%

Estimates Year 1 11,681,926 174,357 116,819    91%
Contingency 10% 1,168,193   17,436   11,682      9%

Total Estimated Annual Costs Year 1 12,850,119 191,793 128,501    100%

Estimates Year 2 6,677,916   99,670   66,779      52% 91%
Contingency 10% 667,792      9,967     6,678       5% 9%

Total Estimated Annual Costs Year 2 7,345,708   109,637 73,457      57% 100%
$NZ 1 = Vt 67 $US 1 = VT 100
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113. The proposed message service system can be operated by: 
• a land line and PABX, or 
• land line connected to a computer with appropriate software, or 
• cell phone connected to a computer with appropriate software. 

 
114. The first option is the most expensive, while the third option is the least cost. The cost 
estimates provide are based on the first option and based upon the 2009 rates. If technology 
available externally is used the operating costs can be significantly decreased.  
 
115. Salaries for the shipping coordinator and on-site coordinators have been graded against 
the current public services rates for a senior manager and those reporting to such a person. 
 

Figure 5: Estimated Shipping Coordinator Scheme Costs of Travel 

Coordinator Destination
Air Boat Quantity Unit Rate Vt NZ$ US$

Airfares Erromango VLI-DYL-VLI 2 ea 16,340 32,680   488      317      
Aniwa VLI-AWD-VLI 2 ea 23,080 46,160   689      448      
Futuna VLI-FTA-VLI 2 ea 21,740 43,480   649      422      
Aneityum VLI-AUY-VLI 2 ea 30,740 61,480   918      596      
Loh VLI-TOH-VLI 2 ea 41,540 83,080   1,240   806      
Ureparapara VLI-MTV-VLI 2 ea 38,840 77,680   1,159   754      

MTV- URE 2 ea 40,000 80,000   1,194   776      
N W Santo VLI-SON-SWJ-VLI 2 ea 41,880 83,760   1,250   813      
Big Bay VLI-SON-VLI 2 ea 27,800 55,600   830      539      

Road 2 ea 14,000 28,000   418      272      
Airport Charges 18 ea 250      4,500     67       44       

18 ea 400      7,200     107      70       
Accomodation 3 nights per destination 24 ea 9,179   220,296 3,288   2,137   
OS Coordinator Other Torres Islands Others 8 ea 15,000 120,000 1,791   1,164   

943,916 14,088 9,157   
Capacity Building Specialist
Airfares Aniwa Vli-Awd-Vli 1 ea 23,080 23,080   344      224      

Futuna Vli-Fta-Vli 1 ea 21,740 21,740   324      211      
Airport Charges 2 ea 400 800       12       8         
NOTE: BB = Big Bay 45,620   681      443      

Route

 
 

18. Reports 
 
116. Figure 6 is the report to be completed each month by the on-site coordinators. Its 
purpose is to help assess the effectiveness of the schemes, to provide information on ship 
contract performance and to collect sea transport and trade information. The on-site 
coordinators’ monthly text report should be compared with the information provided by the ship’s 
captains before final payment for contracted voyages or diversions. Any variations need to be 
noted and discussed with the shipping company concerned. 
 
117. Figures 7 and 8 are monthly reports compiled by the shipping coordinator. Figure 7 is 
the monthly report for each community. Figure 8 is the consolidated report for those isolated 
communities supported by the SSS scheme and also for those communities supported by the 
shipping coordinator scheme. 
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118. Figure 9 illustrates the type of financial information and monthly report to be compiled 
from by the shipping coordinator, perhaps with the assistance of the shipping scheme 
administrator, and provided to the MIPU. 
 
119. All reports should also include provisions for a signature and date blocks.  

 
Figure 6: Monthly On-site Coordinator Text Reports 

Coordinator Scheme Report Month………………………
Location…………………………..

Data to be
SMS

Month; 1, 2, 3 etc

1 Number of Ship Calls Number

2 Dates of Calls Day of Month

3 Ship Name

4 Adult passengers that arrived Number

5 Adult passengers that departed Number

6 Children passengers that arrived Number

7 Children passenger that departed Number

CARGO DISCHARGED

8 Volume of foodstuffs discharged Estimate of Cubic M2

9 Building Materials Approx Kgs

10 Other Approx Kgs

CARGO LOADED

11 Sacks of Corpra loaded Kilograms

12 Kava Kilograms

13 Other Crops Kilograms

14 Animals number
Notes
1. Report to be text to Coordinator 1st Working Day of each month

2. For items 7 to 12 On-site Coordinators will maintain a record in greater 
detail of the items imported and types of crops and their weight loaded.
for when the Coordinator makes the six monthly visit and obtains such
details.
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Figure 7: Shipping Coordinator’s Monthly Report for Each Community 
Coordinator Scheme ReportMonth……………………… EXAMPLE ONLY

Location…………………………..

Month Jan Feb Mar April May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Total Ytd

Ship Calls 1 1 2 1 5
By SSS 1 1 1 1 4
Date of Calls 10~1 9~4 20~6 3~10

23~6

Vessel Name
Brisk Brisk Brisk Brisk

Yo Lung

Passengers No. No. No. No. No. No. No. No. No. No. No. No. No.
Children
Pax Landed 5 20 5 10 40          
Pax Embarked 20 5 20 25 70          
Adult
Pax Landed 10 15 30 35 90          
Pax Embarked 6 25 15 20 66          
Sub Total Landed 25 0 0 25 0 25 0 0 0 35 0 0 110
Sub Total Embarked 16 0 0 40 0 45 0 0 0 55 0 0 156

Cargo
Kgs Kgs Kgs Kgs Kgs Kgs Kgs Kgs Kgs Kgs Kgs Kgs Kgs

Loaded
Copra 200         500       -       2,000      2,700     
Kava 300         800       150      3,000      4,250     
Taro 500         500        
Timber 3,000   
Other -         
Sub Total 500         -       -       1,300    -       3,150   -     -    -       5,500      -       -       10,450   

Animals - landed 2 0 10 0 12          
-         

Discharged -         
Foodstuffs 80 120 300 900 1,400     
Building Material 500 700 0 1,200     
Other 100 0 300 2000 2,400     

Sub Total 180 0 0 620 0 1300 0 0 0 2900 0 0 5,000     

Agreed Weights and Containers for Reporting (by Coordinator and OSC)
KGs

Large Bag of Copra 
Small Bag of Copra
Basket of Copra
Large Bag Green Kava
Small Bag Gree Kava
Basket of Green Kava  

 
 

Figure 8: Summary Shipping Coordinator’s Month and Year to Date Report 

Coordinators Summary Report EXAMPLE ONLY
Passengers and Cargo
Month June~2009

Totals
Community Aniwa Futuna Aneityum Erromango Ureparapara Torres NW Santo Big Bay

Population 800 750 1600 2600 700 900 3500 3200 14,050      

Ship calls No. No. No. No. No. No. No. No. No.
 - This Month 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 2 5
 - YTD 2 1 3 2 3 1 3 3 18

Frequency
 - YTD 2, 6. 3 1, 3, 6. 2, 6. 2(2), 5. 5 2(2), 3. 2, 6(2)

Numbers No. No. No. No. No. No. No. No. No.
Pax Month 3 10 2 12 0 0 0 18 45
Pax YTD 45 10 90 36 21 15 23 31 271

Cargo Kgs Kgs Kgs Kgs Kgs Kgs Kgs Kgs Kgs
Month
 - Discharged 2,000         -             400            120            -               -             -           5,000      7,520        
 - Loaded 800            500            250            1,500      3,050        
YTD
 - Discharged 1,600         1,200         1,500         700            1,100           2,100         2,300       1,800      12,300      
 - Loaded 900            600            3,400         450            700              800            850          1,100      8,800        

Notes:
1. For frequency record the number of the month followed by a coma. If there are two ship calls show these 
in brackets after the month.

Shipping Support & Cordinator Schemes Coordinator Only
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Figure 9: Shipping Coordinator’s Month and Year-to-Date Financial Report 

Financial Report for Month and YTD
EXAMPLE ONLY

Month of …………………..

Actual Budget Variance Actual Budget Variance
Expenditure Vt Vt Vt Vt Vt Vt

Salary Coordinator
Salary Assistant
Salary OSCs

Travel
Coordinator - Air
Coordinator - Other
Accomodation

Communications
Coordinator - cell
OSCs -Cell/ Radio
Message Service
Telephone rental

Office Rental

Other
Stationery (Paper)
Printer Cartridges
Equipment R&M
Sundry expenses
Total Expenditure

Year To Date (YTD)Month
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GUIDELINES FOR SHIPPING SUPPORT SERVICES 
 
A. Purpose of the scheme 
 

 

1. To provide shipping support to remote places so that they can receive 
adequate shipping services as and when required. 

B. Pre-Qualification 

2. Ship operators who may wish to take part in the scheme shall apply to the 
shipping coordinator for pre-qualification for their ships. See Figure 1.2 for form 
Invitation to Tender. 
 
3. The shipping coordinator shall check the factual statements. He shall obtain 
the relevant confirming information regarding ship registration and survey status from 
the principal licensing officer of the Department of Ports and Harbours (DPH), or 
other appropriate sources if the ship is registered elsewhere than Vanuatu. 
 
4. The information required shall describe the ship, and set out its registration 
and survey status at the time of application. Provided there are no errors or 
omissions, the shipping coordinator shall place the ship(s) on the pre-qualified 
register, and advise the operator. If the application is factually correct, it shall be 
placed on the pre-qualification register; there is no discretion. The ship may not be 
rejected, other than for factual errors, which the operator shall have the opportunity to 
correct. 
 
5. The pre-qualification requires only that a ship is registered and in survey. 
Later, at the time of contracting, the ship will also be required to be manned and 
otherwise operated in accordance with the requirements of the appropriate legislation 
and regulations. Pre-qualification shall last for 12 months from date of 
commencement of pre-qualification. To renew it, the ship operator shall resubmit a 
new application, with updated information. 
 
C. The Tender process 
 

1. Deciding to Call for a Tender 
 
6. The shipping coordinator monitors the levels of shipping services to the outer 
islands, then, when a service appears to need scheme support, he shall advise the 
director general of the Ministry of Infrastructure and Public Utilities (MIPU) of the 
requirement.  The responsibility for deciding on voyage support shall reside with the 
director general of MIPU. MIPU will also have the responsibility for making the 
scheme payments. 
 

2. Call for Tenders 
 
7. The administrator shall call for tenders by direct email, newspaper and other 
media.  The call for tenders shall include information on: 

• Places to visit 
• Amount of cargo and passenger space to be available for cargo and 

passengers to and from the specified places. 
• Order of calls, which may have options or may be prescribed. 
• Voyage-ready date range 
• Estimated time of departure from origin port 
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• Estimated time of arrival at return port. 
 
8. See Figure 1.2  for form for Invitation to Tender. 
 

3. Tender Format and Procedure 
 
9. Tenders are to be made in the format as per the sheets in Figure 1.3:. 
 
10. Tenderers may not submit non-conforming tenders. 
 
11. Tenders must be lodged with the shipping administrator.   
 
12. Tenderers will need to be issued with a message showing the exact time of 
lodgement, signed by the receiving officer. Tenders that are received after the closing 
time will not be accepted.  
 
13. The shipping administrator will need to develop tendering rules. The process 
that is set out in the Tenders Regulations, Order 40 of 1999 could be used a guide, 
making changes as appropriate so that the process described here can be followed. 
Note that there are some differences between the regulation’s requirements, and 
those proposed here.  See the section on Regulatory Requirements. 
 

4. Tender Evaluation and Award of Contract 
 
14. On receipt of tenders, the shipping administrator shall evaluate the tenders. 
This shall include checking that the ship is suitable for the task by comparing the 
requirement with the pre-qualification data. All tenders that propose suitable ships 
(i.e., ships whose pre-qualification data match the call for tender requirements with 
respect to cargo and passenger capacity and survey status) shall then be judged 
eligible. Those that do not shall be rejected. 
 
15. The eligible tenders shall then be assessed for price. The lowest price 
tendered shall be judged successful. All other tenders shall be judged 
unsuccessful.14

 
 

16. The shipping administrator shall advise the director general of the successful 
tender. The director general shall decide whether or not to proceed. This provision 
allows for the director general to decide, for example, that the price is too high. The 
director general does not need to give a reason for deciding not to proceed.  
 
17. If the decision is to proceed, the director general shall instruct the shipping 
administrator to proceed, and advise the shipping coordinator that a voyage is to be 
carried out. The shipping administrator shall award the contract to the successful 
tenderer. There is no further negotiation. The contract is as per the terms and 
conditions stated in the call for tenders. The tenderer is obliged to accept the 
contract. 
 

5. Regulatory Requirements 
 
18. Government tenders are regulated by Chapter 245 of the Laws of the 
Republic of Vanuatu, Government Contracts and Tenders, and the Tenders 

                                            
14 In the event that two prices are the same, and are the lowest tendered, the choice shall be made by 

lot, under supervised conditions. The two ship operators or their representative shall be entitled to be 
present at the drawing of lots. 
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Regulations, Order 40 of 1999. Any contract for supply of services which is paid for 
out of public moneys is, inter alia, a contract that comes under these rules. If the 
consideration for the services is less than Vt5,000,000, the contract is, however not a 
government contract that is required to come under the procedures of those rules15

 

. 
As the amounts of funds required as payments for this SSS are not likely to be as 
much as Vt5,000,000, the process described here can be undertaken outside of the 
regulations. 

19. Note though, that Chapter 245 does have a provision for regular suppliers.16

 

 If 
over the course of a year, more than one contract is entered into in relation to 
substantially similar matters, and the sum of the considerations exceeds 
Vt5,000,000, then in a subsequent year, the provisions of those rules apply. This 
SSS is not likely to come to Vt5,000,000 in total for one year, and even then, services 
to different places may well be sufficient for them to not be of “substantially similar 
matters”. However, the shipping administrator will need to bear this requirement in 
mind. 

D. Conduct of the Voyage 

20. The successful tenderer will undertake the voyage.   
 

1. Presenting at Load Port 

21. The ship operator (normally the Tenderer) shall present the ship at the 
nominated start port within the tender load-ready dates. He shall notify the 
administrator that the ship is load ready. The administrator shall check that this is so 
(for example, by asking a person from the DPH or some other such suitably qualified 
person to verify that the ship is load ready) and acknowledge the fact to the ship 
operator.   
 
22. If the ship is not load ready, for example if it is out of survey, or does not have 
the required LSA equipment, or is not ready to load cargo in the hold(s), or for any 
other such reason, the administrator shall advise the ship operator that the ship has 
not been accepted on-hire. The ship operator has until the end of the load-ready 
dates to present the ship in suitable condition. 
 
23. If the ship is not presented within the load-ready dates, the director general 
may, at his option, declare that the contract is void. 
 
24. The ship shall load cargo and embark passengers. It shall sail on the 
estimated time of departure on the date specified. 
 

2. Voyage 
 
25. The order of calls at places nominated in the Call for Tenders may be 
specified, in which case, that order is to be followed. If the order of all or some places 
is stated as optional, the ship operator may choose the order. 

 
26. The ship operator may call at any other places. He must, however, bear in 
mind the requirement for the voyage to complete by the specified date. 
 

                                            
15 See clause 2A of Chapter 245. 
16 See clause 13B of Chapter 245. 
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27. The ship is required to return to the return place by the estimated time of 
arrival on the date specified. 
 
28. The amount of cargo space and the passenger capacity specified for each 
place is the minimum that must be available. Subject to load limitations (loadline and 
stability), the ship operator shall carry at least the quantities specified if it offers.   
 
29. If, for any reason (the ship is full, the weather prevents loading, or any other 
reason), the ship is unable to carry the minimums specified, the fee for the voyage 
shall be reduced according to the Call for Tenders formula. This is similar to the 
concept that if the voyage were being undertaken without government support, the 
ship operator would not receive freight or fares if the ship couldn’t carry more, 
whether the reason be because the ship is full, the weather prevents loading, or any 
other reason. 
 

3. Completion of voyage 
 
30. At the end of the voyage the ship operator shall submit a voyage report to the 
administrator so that compliance with the contract can be assessed (with a copy to 
the shipping coordinator for monitoring purposes). See Figure 1.4: Voyage Report 
Form for format of voyage report.  
 
31. The administrator shall assess compliance with the contract requirements 
(dates, places, cargo volumes and passenger numbers). If the voyage failed to 
comply fully, the contract provisions for reduction in fee shall be calculated. The 
administrator shall then advise the director general of the amount that is to be paid to 
the ship operator. 
 
E. Payments 
 
32. Once a tender contract has been awarded, the director general shall 
authorise payments to the ship operator, according to the provisions of the contract. 
 
33. The fee is split into two parts: 

• 50% due within one working day of departure on the voyage; and 
• 50% less any deductions for non-compliance with the contract, due 

within five working days of correct submission of the voyage report 
form by the ship operator after the completion of the voyage. 

 
34. On receipt of advice from the scheme administrator that the contract 
performance is in compliance with the contract, the director general shall instruct that 
the appropriate payments are made to the ship operator, within the timeframes 
specified. 
 

1. Fee and other voyage receipts 
  

35. Tenders are to specify the fixed payment that the tenderer wishes to receive, 
in return for operating the prescribed level of service taking into account the 
tenderer’s expected revenues and costs.  
 
36. The ship will earn freight and passenger fares during the voyage, both to and 
from places nominated in the contract and any other places that the ship calls at. All 
voyage revenue shall remain the ship operator’s revenue. 
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F. General Conditions of Tender 
 
37. The successful tenderer shall be required to undertake the voyage. 

The tender payment shall be paid: 
50%  Within one working day of departure on voyage 

50%, less any deductions for non- 
compliance with calls/ schedules and 
cargo/ passenger quantities 

Within five working days of correct submission of voyage 
report form after completion of voyage 

 

38. The Government of Vanuatu reserves the right to award no contract. 
Otherwise the contract shall be awarded to the lowest tender submitted that is for a 
pre-qualified ship that has sufficient cargo and passenger capacity for this voyage.   
 
39. The ship offered must have pre-qualified, and be in full survey with [the 
government maritime safety authority] and be manned in accordance with the 
minimum manning requirements, with respect to both competency qualifications and 
numbers, and operated in accordance with loadline and stability regulations and all 
other relevant regulations. 
 
40. Revenue: Revenue earned on the voyage shall remain with the ship operator 
 
41. Forfeit of voyage: If vessel is not load-ready within the stated dates, the 
voyage may be declared abandoned at government’s discretion  
 
42. Forfeiture of part of fee:   

(i) For every place that is not called at, 5% of the fee shall be forfeited.   
(ii) For every tonne of cargo and every passenger below the stated 

required capacity, that is not able to be carried, 1% of the fee shall be 
forfeited. 

(iii) For every day the return port’s estimated time of arrival is late, an 
additional 5% per day shall be forfeited. 

 
43. If the forfeit is greater than 50% of the payment (i.e. that amount that has 
already been paid to the operator), the operator’s ship may, at the Government of 
Vanuatu’s discretion, be arrested and not released until the forfeit amount has been 
repaid.  
 
44. Other terms and conditions are contained in the scheme’s standard 
conditions of contract, which can be viewed; at the shipping coordinator’s office, at 
the scheme administrator’s office and on the Government of Vanuatu’s website, 
www.vanuatugovernment.gov.vu. 
 
G. Monitoring and Evaluation 
 
45. There are three-fold monitoring requirements: 

• Voyage conducted according to requirements of the contract. This 
shall be checked by the scheme administrator.   

• Input data into the shipping coordinator’s intelligence database of 
shipping services. This is to establish when and if a supported voyage 
is necessary 

• Effectiveness of scheme in terms of: 
o Assisting social and economic development; and 

http://www.vanuatugovernment.gov.vu/�
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o Changes in quality of shipping services 
This is part of the shipping coordinator’s role.   
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Figure 1.1: Vanuatu Shipping Service Support Scheme 

Ship Pre-Qualification Submission 

Ship Operator  
 

Contact: Phone: 
Email: 

The following vessel or vessels are nominated for use by the ship operator named above, 
should the ship operator be successful in being awarded a contract under the Shipping 
Services Support Scheme for subsidised domestic shipping services in the Republic of 
Vanuatu.  

Vessel’s name:  
 

Flag:  
 

Registration Number:  

Year built:  
 

  

Vanuatu [safety authority] 
Certificate of Survey 
number: 

 Date of issue:  

Survey certificate 
Operating restrictions: 

 Date of expiry: 
 

 

Minimum Manning 
certificate number: 
 

 Date of issue:  

Minimum manning:  no of 
crew: 

 Date of expiry: 
 

 

Classification society (if 
applicable): 

 
 

Classification society 
class notation (if 
applicable): 

 

Length overall: metres  
 

Breadth: metres  
 

Draft at summer loadline: metres  
 

Deadweight, summer 
loadline: 

tonnes 
 

Gross tons:  
 

Net tons:  

Grain/bale capacity: Cu ft/ cubic metres  
(delete one) 

  

Cargo gear:              type 
and number: 

 
 

SWL capacity: tonnes 
 

Passenger capacity, deck 
passengers: 

 
 

Passenger capacity, 
cabin passengers: 

 

Main engine(s) power BHP/ kW 
(delete one) 

  

Speed capability (about): Knots 
 

Consumption at stated 
speed (approximate): 

Litres per hour  
 

Present location of vessel:  
 

Status of vessel: (i) This vessel is 
owned/ leased/ 
chartered/ other 
(delete all but one) by 
the applicant. 

 
Signature of Applicant Signed: 
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 Name: 
Date: 

 
Acceptance for Pre-Qualification 

The above-named vessel is 
accepted as a pre-qualified vessel, 
and is able to be nominated in 
tenders made by the ship operator 
named above for contracts awarded 
under the Vanuatu Shipping 
Services Support Scheme. 
 

Signed: 
 
 
Name: 
 
Position: 

Date of commencement of pre-
qualification: 
 

 

Date of expiry of pre-qualification 
(12 months after commencement) 
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Figure 1.2: Call for Tender 

Tender 
ID#: 

 

Tenders are called for a ship to undertake a voyage: 

 Place ETD 

From:   

 

 Places Cargo capacity 
to be made 
available 

Passenger 
capacity to be 
made available 

To:    

And:    

And:    

And:    

And:    

 

 Place ETA 

Returning to:   

 

Ship to be load-ready: Between [date] and [date] 

 

Order of visit to ports: 
[delete those that don’t 
apply] 

At discretion of operator; or 

In order shown above; or 

[Indicate optional order] 

 
Tenderers shall submit a tender on a form which may be obtained from the office of the 
Scheme Administrator or the Shipping Co-ordinator.  The tender amount shall be clearly 
shown. 

Tenders are to be submitted by:   [date] 

Award of contract shall be notified to 
the successful tenderer by: 

[date] 
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Conditions

46. The successful tenderer shall be required to undertake the voyage. 

 of Tender 

 
47. The tender payment shall be paid: 
50%  Within one working day of departure on voyage 

50%, less any deductions for non- 
compliance with calls/ schedules and 
cargo/ passenger quantities 

Within five working days of correct submission of 
voyage report form after completion of voyage 

48. The Government of Vanuatu reserves the right to award no contract. 
 
49. Otherwise the contract shall be awarded to the lowest tender submitted that is 
for a pre-qualified ship that has sufficient cargo and passenger capacity for this 
voyage. 
   
50. The ship offered must have pre-qualified, and be in full survey with [the 
government’s maritime safety authority] and be manned in accordance with the [   ] 
minimum manning requirements, with respect to both competency qualifications and 
numbers, and operated in accordance with loadline and stability regulations and all 
other relevant regulations. 
 
51. Revenue: Revenue earned on the voyage shall remain with the ship operator 
 
52. Forfeiture of voyage: If vessel is not load-ready within the stated dates, the 
voyage may be declared abandoned at government’s discretion. 
  
53. Forfeiture of part of Fee:   

(i) For every place that is not called at, 5% of the fee shall be forfeited.  
(ii) For every tonne of cargo and every passenger below the stated 

required capacity, that is not able to be carried, 1% of the fee shall be 
forfeited.  

(iii) For every day the return port’s estimated time of arrival is late, an 
additional 5% per day shall be forfeited. 

 
54. If the forfeiture is greater than 50% of the payment (i.e. that amount that has 
already been paid to the operator), the operator’s ship may, at the Government of 
Vanuatu’s discretion, be arrested and not released until the forfeit amount has been 
repaid. 
  
55. Voyage Report form: See attached 
 
56. Other terms and conditions are contained [set out in the scheme’s standard 
conditions of contract, which can be viewed; at the shipping coordinator’s office, at 
the scheme administrator’s office and on the Government of Vanuatu’s website, 
www.vanuatugovernment.gov.vu
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Figure 1.3: Tender Bid 
 

Tender 
ID#: 

 

This tender is submitted in response to a call for a ship to undertake a voyage: 

 Place ETD 

From:   

 

 Places Cargo capacity to be 
made available 

Passenger capacity to 
be made available 

To:    

And:    

And:    

And:    

And:    

 

 Place ETA 

Returning to:   

 

Ship to be load-ready: Between [date]                                              and [date] 

 

Order of visit to ports:  

 

Bid 
Name of ship operator:  

Contact phone:  

Email address:  

 

Ship 
nominated: 

 Pre-qualification ID #:  

 

Bid amount: Vatu 

Statement by ship operator: The ship nominated above is in full survey with [the 
government’s maritime safety authority] and will be manned in accordance with the [  
] minimum manning requirements, with respect to both competency qualifications and 
numbers, and operated in accordance with all other relevant regulations, if it 
undertakes this voyage. 
 
I hereby submit a bid to provide the nominated ship to undertake the voyage described above, for the 
fee specified in the bid amount.  If this tender is successful, I offer to undertake that voyage. 
 
Signed:        Date: 
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57. The successful tenderer shall be required to undertake the voyage. 

C onditions  of Tender 

 
58. The tender payment shall be paid: 

50%  Within one working day of departure on voyage 

50%, less any deductions for non- 
compliance with calls/ schedules and 
cargo/ passenger quantities 

Within five working days of correct submission of voyage 
report form after completion of voyage 

 
59. The Government of Vanuatu reserves the right to award no contract. 
 
60. Otherwise the contract shall be awarded to the lowest tender submitted that is 
for a pre-qualified ship that has sufficient cargo and passenger capacity for this 
voyage.   
 
61. The ship offered must have pre-qualified, and be in full survey with [the 
government’s maritime safety authority] and be manned in accordance with the [  ] 
minimum manning requirements, with respect to both competency qualifications and 
numbers, and operated in accordance with loadline and stability regulations and all 
other relevant regulations. 
 
62. Revenue earned on the voyage shall remain with the ship operator 
 
63. Forfeiture of voyage: If vessel is not load-ready within the stated dates, the 
voyage may be declared abandoned at government’s discretion  
 
64. Forfeiture of part of fee:   

(i) For every place that is not called at, 5% of the fee shall be forfeited.   
(ii) For every tonne of cargo and every passenger below the stated required 

capacity, that is not able to be carried, 1% of the fee shall be forfeited.  
(iii) For every day the return port’s estimated time of arrival is late, an 

additional 5% per day shall be forfeited. 
 
65. If the forfeiture is greater than 50% of the payment (i.e. that amount that has 
already been paid to the operator), the operator’s ship may, at the Government of 
Vanuatu’s discretion, be arrested and not released until the forfeit amount has been 
repaid.  
 
66. Other terms and conditions are contained [set out in the scheme’s standard 
conditions of contract, which can be viewed; at the shipping coordinator’s office, at 
the scheme administrator’s office and on the Government of Vanuatu’s website, 
www.vanuatugovernment.gov.vu
 

 

This tender is 

(delete one) 

SUCCESSFUL. 
The offer contained herein is accepted 

Signed 

 

Date 

Shipping Administrator 
UNSUCCESSFUL. 
The offer contained herein is NOT 
accepted 

 
Initials of 
signatory: 
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Figure 1.4: Voyage Report Form 

Tender 
ID#: 

 

  Ship:  

Master (name & 
signature): 

 

The following places were visited during the voyage identified by the above Tender ID#: 

 Place Actual Time & Date of Departure 

From:   
 

 Places Cargo 
discharged 

Cargo loaded Passengers 
disembarked 

Passengers 
embarked 

To:      

And:      

And:      

And:      

And:      

 

 Place Actual Time & Date of Arrival 

Returning to:   

 

Verification 

Verified By: Position: 
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